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APPOINTMENT WITH MURDER

November 23 1998 John McDonough

Opening Statement

Since this is my first paper before the Literary
Club would like to take the liberty of making an

opening statement Twenty-two years ago walked down
the forward brow of the USS Constellation an aircraft
carrier leaving group of men admired for their
intelligence dedication and patriotism never
thought that would have the opportunity of being
associated with another group of men who shared set

of similar values education literature and good
fellowship would like to thank you the members of

the Literary Club for that opportunity

Appointment with Murder

Bar Mitzvah is seminal event in the life of

Jewish boy It signifies the age of majority or the

entering of manhood Once he becomes Bar Mitzvah he
is obligated to the ritual responsibilities of Jewish
life and is counted as full member of the

congregation He is now old enough to follow the

Jewish law on his own The preparation for this event
is intense and thorough culminating in an emotional
and ancient ceremony surrounded by friends and family

The Torah plays central role in this ceremony
It is divided into five books Genesis Exodus Numbers
Leviticus and Deuteronomy and they are divided into
chapters and verses Another system divides the Torah
into weekly public readings called portions and in turn
they are divided into readings The Bar Mitzvah child
studies and memorizes the Torah portion for his Bar
Mitzvah day and depending on the congregation reads
more or less of that particular portion
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This reaffirmation of ancient traditions is time

of great joy for the family of the young man and calls

for celebration and gathering of friends and family
In times past it simply meant gathering of people
from few blocks away but in the modern era it means

people coming from all over the country and perhaps the

world The Bar Mitzvah family takes responsibility for

what can become logistical nightmare Lodging food

entertainment and preparation for the ceremony itself

consume the months before the event Arranging

caterers transportation and of course reserving
block of rooms in convenient hotel are just few of

the jobs the parters of the child willingly accept

And so it was on September 1994 at 127 in the

afternoon that Joe Kaplan and Elaine Schub checked

into the Embassy Suites Hotel in Blue Ash Ohio

Entering room 237 on the 2nd floor balcony at the

corner they didnt notice the hotel workers in the

adjoining Oak and Maple rooms setting up for banquet
that evening Joe and Elaine came in from Delray

Beach Florida About 510 that afternoon Elaines
friend of forty years Rhoda Nathan arrived from New

Jersey She had come to share in the joy of Elaines

grandsons Bar Mitzvah and she was particularly close

to this family Elaines daughter Laurens son Samuel

or Sammy to his family and friends would enter into

manhood the next day Saturday at Temple Shalom

Elaine was thrilled that her old friend could join
her They had met forty years ago the night Elaine

met her husband on blind date In fact Rhoda and

her cousin were instrumental in that meeting Rhodas
husband had passed away number of years before and

she always looked forward to these events where she

could sit and talk with her old friend Rhoda and

Elaine were to share the back bedroom of the suite and

Joe took the day bed in the spacious front room

After getting settled they left for the Temple
and the evenings festivities returning about 11 PM
Elaine and Rhoda talked for about hours and then went

to bed The following morning Joe got up at 645
dressed and urged Elaine to hurry They had to get

breakfast and then on to the Temple early for pictures
Rhoda didnt have to be there until after ten and
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cousin had volunteered to drive her Elaines other

daughter Cynthia was staying in the room next door
She her son and her husband knocked on the door and
at 730 AM the five of them left for the complimentary
breakfast in the Cascades dining area directly below in

the atrium of the hotel Joe made sure the door
locked and hurried to the elevator

September 3rd 1994

He had watched the elderly couple get on the
elevator and join the breakfast line below They were
the same ones he had watched yesterday from his

vantagepoint in the Oak Room Now was the time
Holding the walkie-talkie in case someone called he

took the passkey he had signed out at AM and quickly
opened the door of Room 237 Surveying the room he

saw the two purses on the far table and quickly rifled

through them finding $500 dollars in cash in one
What happened next we can only surmise but based on
physical evidence we have reasonably clear picture
Rhoda Nathan had just gotten out of the shower
Hearing something in the adjoining room she looked out

and saw someone going through their belongings We can

guess at what she said in terror stricken voice
Who are you What are you doing here Get out get
out In that split second he decided that this 67-

year-old grandmother would die vicious blow to the

face by the hand holding the walkie-talkie fractured
her jaw knocking out two teeth The muffled screaming
must have continued for the blows continued and

finally the strong hand grabbed her throat and squeezed
with sharp crack Falling to the floor her agony
didnt stop He proceeded to kick and stomp her chest
and upper abdomen The uumph of expanded breath and
the crack of bone like dried pine were the only sounds
now She was still and quiet He stopped and almost
turned to go It was probably then that he noticed the

gold pendant around her neck Perhaps the glitter of
the diamonds in the dim light got his attention He

ripped it off her throat and stuffed it in his pocket
Checking the hall through the peephole he quickly and

quietly opened the door and left going down the back

stairway to the breakroom
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At 805 Joe Kaplan used his key to open the door

and saw the nude body of Rhoda Nathan lying in front of

the dresser with her feet facing the door Elaine

right behind him almost uncomprehendingly saw her

friend on the floor and began to scream She fell to

the floor crying in agony The next 30 minutes were

absolute pandemonium The cook from the complimentary
breakfast area downstairs was the first to arrive His

tall white chefs hat looking ludicrous in the

situation cardiologist nurse and respiratory
technician followed him all guests at the hotel They
tried to establish an airway and began CPR The doctor

noted the blood in her mouth and behind her ear The

nurse found tooth alongside Rhodas head as she

cradled her neck but the massive bruising that would

appear later was not noticeable Although she was
still breathing the breaths were shallow and agonal
Amazingly no one yet suspected an assault Their

initial impression was heart attack or stroke causing
her to fall and hit her head About 10 minutes into

this initial life saving effort the Blue Ash Life

Squad and Emergency Medical Technicians arrived They

pushed the day bed out of the way for better access and

repositioned the body Cardiac massage was underway
and IVs were started The small pool of blood around

her head grew slowly larger The scene was now chaotic

with at least 15 people in the room at one time or the

other Hotel employees passed clean towels in to

absorb and wipe up the blood The first Blue Ash

Police officer on the scene tried to control entry to

the room and when the EMTs finally took the stretcher

out to the elevator he wouldnt allow any further

access It was short trip to Bethesda North Hospital
where Rhoda was pronounced dead

By this time Elaine had calmed somewhat and was

waiting in her daughters room The mornings ceremony
was fast approaching so she went back to the room to

get her dress clothes and purse It was only after

considerable insistence that she convinced the two

officers that were now there to retrieve her purse
When she opened it she immediately noticed the missing

$500 It was only then that the police realized this

might well be crime scene and would not allow

anything else to be removed including Joe and Elaines
clothing The families left for the Temple with Joe
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and Elaine dressed in the casual clothes they had

hurriedly put on before breakfast

The ceremony took place as scheduled but the
confusion of the mornings events hung like pall over
everything The participants were unsure of what had
occurred To most it was terrible accident or act of

God Talk of the stroke or the heart attack seemed
more comforting than the quiet rumor of an assault on
Elaines best friend

At the hotel Detectives from Blue Ash and
Hamilton County had arrived along with additional
uniformed officers The room had been taped off with
the standard yellow crime scene tape and command

post assembled in the adjoining banquet rooms
Detective Pete Alderucci of the Hamilton County
Sheriffs office and his partner began the meticulous
search of the room while others interviewed guests and

employees By about 11 AM their worst fears had been
confirmed The coroners office had called to alert
them that this indeed was homicide and the scene
should be treated accordingly It was about this time
that the detectives found the broken tooth on the

carpet near where Rhodas head had lain but this was
about the only positive thing they did find other than
the blood stain on the carpet bloody footprint in

the bathroom and the fact that the door and door lock
functioned properly --- closing on its own and locking
smoothly without the need of key

Detective Alderucci reached Rhoda Nathans son in

New Jersey During their conversation the son asked
whether or not his mother was still wearing her diamond
pendant Alderucci didnt know what he was talking
about so the son explained that his mother always wore

custom made piece of jewelry composed of

eccentrically placed gold bars and diamonds The

pendant had been gift from Ms Nathans late husband
and had been custom made using the diamonds of his
mothers wedding band Rhodas relationship with her
husband was very special and since his death years
ago she had never taken it off She wore it on thin

gold chain around her neck in the shower swimming
everywhere It had become part of her Detective
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Alderucci told him it was missing and added that to his

report

At PM on September the autopsy began at the

Hamilton County Coroners office The foot inch

body of Rhoda Nathan laid on the cold stainless steel

of the autopsy table The smell of formaldehyde and

disinfectant permeated the air stinging the nasal

passages of the uninitiated observers Multiple 8x10

black white as well as color photos documented

complex set of injuries involving the head torso and

extremities There were multiple contusions to the

face head and neck Several abrasions and small

lacerations were noted on the forearms indicating
feeble attempt at defense by this tiny woman The blue

black discoloration around the chest and upper abdomen

that was invisible at the time of resuscitation now

spoke volumes about the savagery of the attack The

coroners scalpel laid bare the skull showing severe

subgaleal hemorrhage or blood beneath the scalp On

opening the calivarium the subarachnoid bleeding and

contusion of the left frontal lobe indicated the force

of the blows to the skull Dr Gerber senior

Pathologist and deputy coroner dictated in low

monotone the violence he saw --- there were odd looking
marks on the face and shoulder area fracture of the

mandible on both the right and left indicating at

least two separate blows of considerable force
comminuted fracture of the left orbital area
fractured hyoid caused by manual strangulation or

severe blow to the neck and unusual curbed or shaped
marks on the anterior chest wall He deftly exposed
the sternum and abdomen through the standard shaped
incision She had the equivalent of crushed chest
After removing the sternum he listed 17 separate
fractures of the ribs with pleural hemorrhage He knew

that the few without much blood around them along the

midclavicular line had no doubt been caused by the

resuscitation efforts of those on the scene but there

were too many in too many places to blame them all on

the attempt to save her life Exploring the abdomen he

found extensive retroperitoneal hemorrhage caused by
torn renal vein The brutal force that caused these

injuries is hard to visualize but reasonable example
would be an unrestrained driver hitting brick wall at

about 40 miles per hour
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While examining the mandible he found two teeth
missing left side bicuspid and molar He knew that
the bicuspid had been found at the scene and now he
found the molar as he opened the stomach The poor
woman had swallowed it during her death throes Dr
Gerber estimated that she had lived about an hour
following the attack

Tuesday September 1994

hardly noticed the buzz of the operating room
phone We were just finishing up an arthroplasty of

the thumb metacarpal joint removing an arthritis

degenerated bone to relieve pain could hear the

nurse say Ok Ill tell him Dr McDonough its the
ER theyve got guy over there with real bad hand
infection

Ok tell em somebody will be over in little
bit We finished the surgery and left Jon Cherney
my hand fellow to close

After talking with the patients family went to
the emergency of Bethesda Oak hospital and met Elwood
Jones Mr Jones was neatly dressed black man in his

early 40s with small mustache and in good physical
condition He was sitting on the gurney holding his

obviously swollen left hand in his lap

Hi Im Dr McDonough the hand surgeon on call
what happened

cut my hand on dumpster at work

When did that happen

Saturday

Man that looks painful

It is

He was very pleasant and cooperative as examined
the hand It was massively swollen and red There was

small 3/4 inch sealed cut just beyond the metacarpal
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phalangeal joint or knuckle of the left index finger
It didnt take brain surgeon to figure out that this

guy needed surgery and relatively quickly told him

so and that he would have to be admitted to the

hospital My hand fellow walked into the room at that

point Jon we need to drain that so go ahead and

work him up Ill go schedule the case

few hours later as we waited for the anesthesia

to begin Jon turned to me and said Dr McDonough
think thats fight-bite How did he say it

happened

He told me he cut it on dumpster at work on

Saturday

Well he told me he slipped and cut it on some
metal stairs

Youre kidding he seems like such nice guy

fight bite or clenched fist injury is very
familiar part of the hand surgeons life --- generally

seen in the Emergency Room on Saturday or Sunday

morning after drunk wakes up with hang over and

swollen painful hand vaguely remembering throwing
few punches the night before The wound of the hand is

created when the finger or knuckled comes in contact

with sharp tooth thus creating the wound and the

inoculation of the mouth bacteria With some
individuals thats akin to cutting yourself with

sharp object at the bottom of sewer There are 42

different species of bacteria in the human mouth and
euphemistically speaking in someone with poor dental

hygiene it can be even worse The tooth can be broken

off and it is not uncommon to retrieve one from inside

joint or under tendon Suffice it to say it

creates terrible infection and in the pre-antibiotic
era was frequently fatal

was well aware of human bit injuries to the hand

since had written paper on it and give lecture

every year to our fellows and orthopedic residents on

this very subject My closing remarks is usually
consider any wound of the metacarpal phalangeal joints

human bite until proven otherwise That dictum had
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obviously stuck with Jon but hadnt quite clicked with
the Professor yet Interestingly had been reviewing

my slides few weeks earlier noticing that few of

them were bit dated told Jon this would be good
case to include in the series since this man had waited
so long to come in So Mr Jones hand was
immortalized on 35-mm film

When we made the initial incision the pus was
under so much pressure that it shot about inches
across the table While the wound was relatively
innocuous on exploration there was large rent in

the capsule of the joint indicating considerable force
had caused the damage

Jones was hospitalized for days and required
second operation to close the wound Forty-eight hours
after the initial surgery the culture reports returned
Besides the usual mixed flora the lab had grown
Eikenella corrodens gram-negative rod an organism
shaped like rod that stains pink That clinched the

diagnosis of human bit injury since Eikenella is

human mouth organism found in dental plaque beneath the

gingival tissues It is rarely infecting organism
and usually is found only when teeth are broken or the

plaque disturbed following blow to the face In over
25 years of training and practice had personally
encountered this organism three times and each case
was human bite would of the hand It didnt bother
us that Jones had lied to us about the source of his
infection since this is common in fight bites The

patient is either too embarrassed to admit it or they
are trying to hide something The fact that he had
waited three days to seek attention suggested the
latter

Monday September 12 1994

was just finishing my office hours when my
secretary came to the clinical area to inform me that
there were two police officers in my private office

asking to speak with me That is not statement that

quiets the heart of any individual After the
introductions they told me that they wanted to

question me about Elwood Jones said was sorry
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but couldnt speak with them if it involved patient

care because of the doctor-patient relationship They

were obviously prepared for that gambit and one of

them Bob Lilly handed me memorandum prepared by the

Hamilton county Prosecutors office discussing legal

point that was about to involve me in murder

The Ohio Revised Code 2921.22B specifically

provides

Except for conditions that are within the

scope of division of this section no

physician limited practitioner nurse or

person giving aid to sick or injured person
shall negligently fail to report to law

enforcement authorities any gunshot or stab

would treated or observed by him or any
serious physical harm to persons that he

knows or has reasonable cause to believe

resulted from an offense of violence

It went on to state

Where physician is required by Section

2917.44 Revised Code to report to law

enforcement officer gunshot would or wound

inflicted by deadly weapon the former may

testify without violating the physician-

patient privilege

Several other precedents were cited but the

conclusion was clear

The facts described that suspect sought medical

treatment for serious physical harm to his hand

suffered while committing an offense of violence are

not privileged Our discussion was brief and to the

point told them that Mr Jones had sustained the

injury to his left hand by striking someone in the

mouth The cultures confirmed that They couldnt
believe that had photos of his hand and immediately

requested copies

What didnt know at the time was that Elwood

Jones was suspect within 48 hours of the killing

All employees names were run through criminal
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database and the police discovered three who had
previous criminal records Only one of the three had
been assigned to cleanup in the banquet rooms on the

second floor that morning only one had signed out

pass key and only one had sustained an injury on the

day of the murder Based on review of his medical
records and their discussion with me they obtained
sealed Search with Consent order that afternoon That
meant that all the parties including Mr Jones and his
girl friend agreed to searches of their individual
residences and his automobile Sealing the order was
important to prevent knowledge of what they were
looking for and what they might find from becoming
widespread Early that evening the home of Jones and
his wife was searched and his car towed to the Blue Ash
Police Headquarters His girl friends home was also
searched and shoes and other clothing removed for
study

During the initial investigation Workers
Compensation claim filed by Elwood Jones on September

1994 had been discovered It listed four witnesses
to his injury including his girlfriend Erlene Metcalf
On questioning each denied witnessing the alleged
accident Three of them knew only that he had injured
his hand sometime on Saturday morning but he had told

different story to each one

Wednesday September 16 1994

Elwood Jones automobile was towed to the Hamilton
County Coroners office where technicians were waiting
to examine it for trace evidence --- blood hair
fibers or anything else that might link Jones to Rhoda
Nathans death The search of the interior proved
futile and the trunk was opened Officer Mike Bray
began removing individual items from trunk that
looked like Fibber McGees closet complete set of
Jones medical records was found in an envelope along
with master key from the Embassy Suites Hotel
Laying small tool box on the concrete floor of the
Coroners garage he opened it and saw the upper tray
filled with nuts bolts and miscellaneous small
objects Taking screwdriver he began to move things
around and then noticed the bright metal object surface
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almost as if from the bottom of pond He knew

immediately that this was important and was very likely

the gold and diamond pendant torn from the throat of

Rhoda Nathan Even in his excitement he carefully

bagged it labeled it and consigned it to his evidence

box

Elwood Jones returned to my office several more

times for wound checks As sat in the small

examining room looking at him across the narrow table

couldnt fathom that was looking into the eyes of

vicious killer There was unease but not fear and

both of us felt it He brought it up first by telling

me what already knew --- he was suspect in

murder recall him saying that he didnt know why

they thought he could have done it and felt

compelled to feign an almost uninterested and blasØ

attitude This was my way of coping with my feelings
In some sense couldnt believe that he was killer

That long ingrained principle of not believing anything

bad about someone until faced with clear evidence was

very strong Of course at that time didnt know

about his two previous convictions for aggravated

burglary Committing burglary along with an act of

violence and assault Nor that he had served time for

these offenses in the early eighties But still

just wanted to be out of the room as quickly and

painlessly as possible

few weeks later met with the prosecutors Joe

Deters Mark Piepmeyer and Seth Tieger They didnt
mention finding the gold and diamond pendant but said

they were waiting for the return of additional evidence

evaluations before bringing charges Once an

indictment is entered the trial has to begin in an

expeditious manner They wanted more concrete findings

before proceeding That day they were more interested

in human bites and offered to give them condensed

form of my lecture Since was now obviously

prosecution witness they asked if could give the same

presentation to the jury agreed

But nothing happened pretty much forgot about

Elwood Jones until the morning of September 28 1995

when picked up my morning Enguirer and saw the front

page headline Suspect in Hotel Slaying IndictedT The
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article went on to describe the killing stating that
after year the prosecutors finally had enough
evidence to charge him It referred to top-secret
test that apparently linked Jones to the crime Mr
Deters refused to identify the test that took months
to complete by an outside laboratory It implied those
results were crucial to conviction

The trial began on November 15 1996 in the Court
of Common Pleas Judge Ralph Winkler presiding The
morning of November 18th was my day in court Although
this was not the first murder trial had testified in
it was the first one where had close relationship
with the accused The Hamilton County Court House is

an imposing piece of architecture Despite the high
ceilings and the tall windows on the right of the room
Judge Winklers court room seemed dark cold and
depressing was dressed in my best pinstriped
intimidation suit and was struck by the casual attire
of the jury As sat in the very uncomfortable
witness chair looked across the 20 feet to the
defense table and made eye contact with my former
patient There was no hint of recognition It was at
this moment that was hit with the enormity of what
was going to occur next This thought actually crossed
my mind what if this man is really guilt and he gets
off am going to be the next victim Obviously
had been reading too many Patricia Cornwell novels
Mark Piepmeyer began the questioning and then they set

up projector began my lecture on human bite
wounds Was there an effect on the jury when showed
the photographs of Jones hand couldnt be sure
The cross-examination was surprisingly benign Ive
been hit harder by workers compensation attorneys
during depositions The whole process seemed like only

few minutes when stepped down but the testimony
went on for over an hour and half Taking my slides
and coat and walking out into the cold gray November
day it felt like had been released from type of
confinement couldnt imagine what years in small
cell must be like

The trial continued and the secret evidence
turned out to be photographic interpretations obtained
from the FBI and the Armed Forces Institute of

Pathology The FBI used technique called Photo
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Rectification to confirm that strange marks on the

victims face and shoulders were consistent with the

characteristics of the hand held walkie-talkie issued

to Elwood Jones They confirmed that the indentations

on the skin matched the outline of the radio the

buttons and the rivets of the leather carrying case

Major William Oliver of the Institute of Pathology

found that the heels of the shoes removed from beneath

Jones girlfriends bed were consistent with the heel

marks found on Rhoda Nathans chest But the most

telling evidence was finding the pendant in the

toolbox None of the people who assisted Ms Nathan

saw it in the room and it was not found in

meticulous search of the scene It was her children

who alerted the Blue Ash Police to its existence My

evidence tied Jones to an act of violence and the

prosecutors very kindly told me it was key to the

conviction Admittedly this was all circumstantial

No one saw Jones enter or leave the room No one saw

him kill Rhoda Nathan but the law makes no distinction

between direct and circumstantial evidence or

combination of them Circumstantial evidence can be

used as proof of the facts by direct evidence from

which you may infer fact in question

Jones was charged with aggravated burglary
aggravated robbery and two counts of aggravated
murder The term aggravated burglary and robbery is

defined as by force stealth or deception he

trespassed in an occupied structure to commit theft

offense while there caused physical harm and

aggravated murder as purposely and with prior
calculation and design caused the death of another
On December 11 1996 Jones was convicted to all four

charges and on January 1997 he was sentenced to

death on counts three and four To quote Judge Winkler

The Court notes that this is particularly heinous

crime It was committed on 67-year-old grandmother
She was brutally beaten and the jury the jury
determined that this defendant did it.T On August 28
1998 three-judge panel of the First District of Ohio

Court of Appeals unanimously upheld Jones conviction

for murder Unfortunately figured prominently in

that appeal His new attorneys charged his previous

attorneys with the ineffective assistance of counsel

for allowing me to testify In concurring separately
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Judge Hildebrandt stated the basis of the physician-
patient privilege is to encourage honest and open
communication between patient seeking treatment and
his treating physician When the information provided
by patient/defendant is for fraudulent purpose or
to obtain treatment under false pretenses the
underlying principle for privilege does not exist.T1

Elwood Jones now waits an execution on Ohios death
row

But there is something we have almost forgotten in
this tale The Torah portion for September 1994 was
from Deuteronomy Chapters 29 and 30 the Neestaveem
According to the Schocken Bible Deuteronomy focuses on
the relationship between God and Israel Every act
that Israel performs as community and every one done
by individuals is covered in this relationship To

quote Breaking one of Gods rules means not merely
violation of statute but an affront to the sovereign
Lord and thus grave risk to societys well-being and
even to its very existence In this fourth portion of

Deuteronomy Israel is warned of the dire consequences
of disregarding Gods law Chapter 29 verses 19 and
20 Lo yove adonai seeloach Lo the Lord will not be

willing to pardon him but then the anger of the Lord
and His jealously shall be kindled against that man
and all the curse that is written in this book shall
lie upon him and the Lord shall blot out his name from
under heaven and the Lord shall separate him unto evil
out of all the tribes of Israel and according to all
the curses of the covenant that is written in this book
of the law

Did young Samuel understand what he was reading
that morning in September Did the Aliyahs have
special meaning that day We will never know of

course but one thing we do know is that his family
will always carry the burden that perhaps death could
have been prevented had they booked different hotel
Even more devastating and personal is that the memory
of thirteen year old boy is forever seared by the
combination of his blessed and joyful Bar Mitzvah and
the brutal murder of his grandmothers best friend It
will probably be impossible for him to ever break that
link Perhaps the Lords justice will soften the pain
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